
The Fate of the Local GroupThe Fate of the Local Group  (Forbes+00)(Forbes+00)

The elliptical galaxy formerly known as theThe elliptical galaxy formerly known as the    Local GroupLocal Group

MW and M31 will probably merge in ~ 4 MW and M31 will probably merge in ~ 4 GyrGyr

by that time they will have swallowed all their smaller comp.by that time they will have swallowed all their smaller comp.

➜➜    normal field normal field ellipticalelliptical  
When young stellar pops will have faded: MWhen young stellar pops will have faded: MVV  ≤≤  -21.-21.

The Globular Clusters will survive.The Globular Clusters will survive.  

          [Gas-rich mergers make starbursts & produce new GCs][Gas-rich mergers make starbursts & produce new GCs]

Collect all 700 Local Group GCs with their luminositiesCollect all 700 Local Group GCs with their luminosities  

          & & metallicities metallicities [Fe/H] + account for their fading[Fe/H] + account for their fading

➜➜    ~ universal GC Luminosity Function~ universal GC Luminosity Function

➜➜    ~ normal ~ normal bimodal GC [Fe/H] distribution with peaks atbimodal GC [Fe/H] distribution with peaks at  

                                    [Fe/H] = -1.55 & -0.64[Fe/H] = -1.55 & -0.64

MP / MR = 2.5 / 1MP / MR = 2.5 / 1 MP metal-poor, MR metal-richMP metal-poor, MR metal-rich

➜➜    ~ normal GC specific frequency S~ normal GC specific frequency SNN = N = NGCGC⋅⋅ 10 100.4(MV+15)0.4(MV+15)  ~ 3~ 3



The Fate of the Local GroupThe Fate of the Local Group  (Forbes+00)(Forbes+00)

Final mergers of the Local GroupFinal mergers of the Local Group

➜➜    normal field normal field ellipticalelliptical  



Chemical Evolution of GalaxiesChemical Evolution of Galaxies

Modelling the chemical evolution of galaxies: Modelling the chemical evolution of galaxies: 

✰✰  Basic principlesBasic principles

✰✰  MW and Local Group galaxiesMW and Local Group galaxies

✰✰  Galaxies at high Galaxies at high redshiftsredshifts



Chemical Evolution : Gas & StarsChemical Evolution : Gas & Stars

          Big Bang : H, He, (...., LiBig Bang : H, He, (...., Li))

all heavy elements all heavy elements  ( > H, He   :=    ( > H, He   :=   astrophysastrophys. . „„metalsmetals““))
      ☞☞          fusioned fusioned within stars,within stars,
      ☞☞     get back into gas phase     get back into gas phase  by stellar winds, PN,   by stellar winds, PN, SNeSNe
      ☞☞          built into later stellar generationsbuilt into later stellar generations

Chemical abundances in the gas determined byChemical abundances in the gas determined by

➔➔  Stellar Initial Mass FunctionStellar Initial Mass Function
➔➔  Star Formation History of the galaxyStar Formation History of the galaxy
➔➔  Stellar lifetimes  &  yields (mass, composition)Stellar lifetimes  &  yields (mass, composition)
➔➔  In- &  outflow of gasIn- &  outflow of gas

➔ ➔   ZZGasGas  (t),   (t),   XXii
GasGas  (t)(t)       from modified Tinsley (68ff) equations  from modified Tinsley (68ff) equations 

     +      + SNIa SNIa contributionscontributions

    



Chemical Evolution of GalaxiesChemical Evolution of Galaxies

Basic principlesBasic principles

✰✰  Initial conditions (gas cloud with all or part of present mass) Initial conditions (gas cloud with all or part of present mass) 

✰✰  Initial abundancesInitial abundances  (Big Bang or Pop3 pre-enrichment)(Big Bang or Pop3 pre-enrichment)

✰✰  IMF w. normalisation IMF w. normalisation ∫∫mlml
mupmupΦΦ(m) m dm = 1 (m) m dm = 1 

        or = FVM (=0.5)         or = FVM (=0.5) ((BahcallBahcall+03)+03)

Salpeter Salpeter 19551955  ΦΦ(m)~ m(m)~ mαα ,  , αα = -2.35 = -2.35

KroupaKroupa+03 : flatter below 1 M+03 : flatter below 1 M

✰✰  SFR(t)SFR(t)    ::    spirals:spirals:  SFR(t) := SFR(t) := ΨΨ(t) (t) ~ (G(t) / ~ (G(t) / MMtottot),),          G : gas massG : gas mass

✰✰  Infall/outflow Infall/outflow rates & abundances or closed boxrates & abundances or closed box

✰✰  Stellar yields & lifetimesStellar yields & lifetimes

✰✰  Assumption how to mix recycled and remaining gasAssumption how to mix recycled and remaining gas  

✰✰  Equations combining all this (B. Tinsley 1968ff)Equations combining all this (B. Tinsley 1968ff)



Chemical & Spectral Evolution of a GalaxyChemical & Spectral Evolution of a Galaxy
GALEVGALEV

    

Stellar population : Stellar population : 
➔➔  Stellar Initial Mass Function Stellar Initial Mass Function ((Salpeter Salpeter 1955,1955,  KroupaKroupa+ 1993ff)+ 1993ff)
➔➔  Stellar evolutionary tracks, lifetimes, yieldsStellar evolutionary tracks, lifetimes, yields       
➔➔  Star Formation History of the galaxy Star Formation History of the galaxy 

Log Φ

Log m

-2.35

Normalisation :Normalisation :

∫∫mlml
mupmup  mm  ΦΦ(m) dm = 1(m) dm = 1

mml l : hydrogen burning limit: hydrogen burning limit
mmupup  : ~120 - 140 M: ~120 - 140 M



Chemical Evolution of GalaxiesChemical Evolution of Galaxies

IMF normalisation IMF normalisation ➜➜  IMFs IMFs with flatter slopes havewith flatter slopes have  

☛☛  more low-mass stars : lock up more low-mass stars : lock up chemchem. elements. elements

☛☛  fewer high-mass stars : important for enrichmentfewer high-mass stars : important for enrichment

IMF : little impact on optical colours,IMF : little impact on optical colours,

more on UV & emission lines,more on UV & emission lines,

much on much on chemchem. evolution !. evolution !

      



Chemical & Spectral Evolution of a GalaxyChemical & Spectral Evolution of a Galaxy
GALEVGALEV

    Simplified parameterisations : SFR(t) = Simplified parameterisations : SFR(t) = ΨΨ(t)(t)
   SFR (E) ~ exp (   SFR (E) ~ exp (-t -t / 1 / 1 GyrGyr))
   SFR (Sp) ~ a    SFR (Sp) ~ a ·· G(t) / M (t) G(t) / M (t)

with efficiency parameter a chosen as to yield with efficiency parameter a chosen as to yield 
characteristic timescales for SF tcharacteristic timescales for SF t** increasing  increasing 
from 2 from 2 Gyr Gyr for S0 through for S0 through 
       13        13 Gyr Gyr (SFR ~ const.) for (SFR ~ const.) for SdSd

(SFR(t(SFR(t**) = 1/e SFR() = 1/e SFR(t=0t=0))))

((Sandage Sandage 1986)1986)

Stellar population : Stellar population : 
➔➔  Stellar Initial Mass FunctionStellar Initial Mass Function  ((Salpeter Salpeter 1955,1955,  KroupaKroupa+ 1993ff)+ 1993ff)
➔➔  Stellar evolutionary tracks, lifetimes, yieldsStellar evolutionary tracks, lifetimes, yields       
➔➔  Star Formation History of the galaxy Star Formation History of the galaxy 



Chemical Evolution of GalaxiesChemical Evolution of Galaxies

Stellar yield :Stellar yield :  newly produced and ejectednewly produced and ejected  mass of a given mass of a given 

chemical element by a star of mass m,chemical element by a star of mass m,

      depends on mass &       depends on mass & chemchem. composition of. composition of  starstar

Primary element  : element directly produced from H or HePrimary element  : element directly produced from H or He
(e.g. O from 3(e.g. O from 3αα process) process)

Secondary element Secondary element : : element produced starting from element produced starting from 

     heavy elements      heavy elements already present already present in the star at birth in the star at birth 

(e.g. N (e.g. N produced produced in the CNO in the CNO cyclecycle))
  

chemical evolution for chemical evolution for a a secondary element Xsecondary element Xss formed from  formed from 

a a seed element seed element Z : Z : XXss  ~ Z~ Z22

abundance abundance ratio ratio XXss/Z /Z ~ Z~ Z



Chemical Evolution of GalaxiesChemical Evolution of Galaxies
Primary element  & secondary elementsPrimary element  & secondary elements

Pettini Pettini et et al. (2002)al. (2002)
Small dots Small dots : : extragalactic extragalactic HII HII regionsregions
Red triangles Red triangles : : Damped Lyman-alpha systems Damped Lyman-alpha systems (DLA)(DLA)

Dashed lines mark Dashed lines mark the the solution solution of the of the simple simple model model for for a a 
primary primary and a and a secondary elementsecondary element



Chemical & Spectral Evolution of GalaxiesChemical & Spectral Evolution of Galaxies

    

Stellar population : Stellar population : 
➔➔  Stellar Initial Mass Function   Stellar Initial Mass Function   
➔➔  Stellar evolutionary tracks, lifetimes (m, Z) & yields (m, Z)  Stellar evolutionary tracks, lifetimes (m, Z) & yields (m, Z)      
➔➔  Star Formation History of the galaxy Star Formation History of the galaxy 

    Z=0.004  Z=0.004  ττ(1 M(1 M⊙⊙) ~  ) ~  7*107*1099 yr,     yr,    ττ(100 M(100 M⊙⊙) ~ ) ~ 3*103*1066 yr yr
        Z=0.020  Z=0.020  ττ(1 M(1 M⊙⊙) ~ ) ~ 10*1010*1099 yr,     yr,    ττ(100 M(100 M⊙⊙) ~ ) ~ 2*102*1066 yr yr

2 M2 M⊙⊙



Stellar YieldsStellar Yields

Stars fusion heavy elements in their nuclei & set free part of Stars fusion heavy elements in their nuclei & set free part of 
them to the ISM/gas at (shortly before) the end of their livesthem to the ISM/gas at (shortly before) the end of their lives

(onion shell scheme)(onion shell scheme)

mm★★ < 8 M < 8 M
⊙⊙  :  : PN : PN : H, He, C, N, O H, He, C, N, O

mm★★  > 8 M> 8 M
⊙⊙   : :  winds :winds :  H, He, C, N, OH, He, C, N, O
              SNII :   SNII :          --  -- ””  -- +   -- + NeNe, Mg, , Mg, SiSi, , ArAr, Ca, . . . , Fe, Ni, Ca, . . . , Fe, Ni

binary stars (appropriate mass ratio & orbit) : binary stars (appropriate mass ratio & orbit) : 
            SNIa SNIa ::  0.6 M0.6 M

⊙⊙ Fe Fe

timescales :timescales :  PN, PN, SNIa SNIa ::                    ~10~1099 yr yr
      winds, SNII :winds, SNII :           ~10 ~1055 . . . ~10 . . . ~1077 yr yr

yields (winds, SNII) :  yields (winds, SNII) :  metallicity metallicity dependentdependent
  ••

MMwindwind  ~ Z ~ Z 44  



Chemical Evolution of GalaxiesChemical Evolution of Galaxies

Stellar yields :Stellar yields :  

Low Low and intermediate mass and intermediate mass stars stars (0.8 - 8 M(0.8 - 8 M) ) produce produce 

HeHe, N, C and , N, C and heavy s-process elementsheavy s-process elements. . 

They die as They die as C-O C-O white dwarfswhite dwarfs, , when when single, and single, and 

can can die as Type die as Type Ia Ia SNe when binariesSNe when binaries..

Stellar Stellar yields yields : : winds winds and and PNe PNe ((MaederMaeder+96ff, +96ff, 

van den Hoek van den Hoek & & Groenewegen Groenewegen 97, 97, both for diffboth for diff. Z. Z

SNIa yields SNIa yields : : NomotoNomoto+84, +84, ThielemannThielemann++xxxx, no , no Z-dependZ-depend..

Massive stars Massive stars (m > 8 - 10 M(m > 8 - 10 M) produce ) produce mainly mainly 
αα-elements -elements (O, Ne, Mg, Si, S, (O, Ne, Mg, Si, S, ArAr, , CaCa, Ti),  some , Ti),  some FeFe, , 
light light s-process elements s-process elements and and r-process elements r-process elements 

Stellar Stellar yields yields : : Woosley Woosley & & Weaver Weaver 95, 95, ThielemannThielemann+96, +96, 

Limongi Limongi & & Chieffi Chieffi 03, 03, NomotoNomoto+07, +07, for difffor diff. Z. Z
TheyThey explode as core-collapse SNe  explode as core-collapse SNe : SNII: SNII



Chemical Evolution of GalaxiesChemical Evolution of Galaxies

Type Type Ia SNe Ia SNe ::  

Single-degenerate Single-degenerate scenario (scenario (Whelan Whelan & & Iben Iben 1974): 1974): 

Binary Binary system : 2 system : 2 stars with stars with m < 8 Mm < 8 M

primary becomes primary becomes C-O C-O white dwarfwhite dwarf

secondarysecondary becomes  becomes RG : RG : fills its fills its Roche Roche lobelobe, , 

mass mass flows flows onto onto the WD, the WD, drives it towards drives it towards the the 

Chandrasekhar limitChandrasekhar limit::  primary explodes by primary explodes by 

C-deflagration C-deflagration & & produces produces 0.6 0.6 MMFeFe  

+ + traces traces of of other elements other elements from from C C to to SiSi

Clock for Clock for SNIaSNIa: lifetime of secondary : : lifetime of secondary : ≥≥ 1  1 Gyr Gyr !!



Chemical Evolution of GalaxiesChemical Evolution of Galaxies

Type Type Ia SNe Ia SNe ::  

Single-degenerate Single-degenerate scenario (scenario (Whelan Whelan & & Iben Iben 1974): 1974): 



Chemical Evolution of GalaxiesChemical Evolution of Galaxies

Type II Type II SNe SNe arise from arise from the core the core collapse collapse of of massive stars massive stars 

(m = 8 - 40 M(m = 8 - 40 M) and produce ) and produce mainly alpha-elements mainly alpha-elements 

(O, Mg, Si, (O, Mg, Si, CaCa...) and some ...) and some FeFe,,

leave neutron leave neutron star star remnantremnant

Stars Stars more more massive massive (m > (m > 40 M40 M) ) can end up can end up as as 

Type Ib/c SNeType Ib/c SNe,,

leave neutron leave neutron star, or black star, or black hole hole ? ? 

  



Basic SN types and ratesBasic SN types and rates

I
a

I
b

I
I
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x.

+10
months

((adopted from Matteucci adopted from Matteucci 07)07)



Nucleosynthesis Nucleosynthesis : summary: summary

During During the Big Bang light the Big Bang light elements elements are are formed formed ::

H, D, H, D, 33He, He, 44He, He, 77Li Li 

Spallation process Spallation process in the ISM in the ISM produces  produces  6Li, 6Li, Be Be and B and B 
Type Type II II SNe SNe produce produce αα-elements -elements (O, Ne, Mg, S, S, (O, Ne, Mg, S, S, CaCa), ), 

some some FeFe, light s- and , light s- and r-process elementsr-process elements

Type Type Ia Ia SNe SNe produce produce mainly Fe mainly Fe and and Fe-peak elements Fe-peak elements + + 

some some traces traces of of elements from elements from C C to to SiSi

Low Low and intermediate mass and intermediate mass stars stars produceproduce

44He, C, N, He, C, N, s-process s-process (A>90)(A>90)

Deuterium is only destroyed to Deuterium is only destroyed to produce 3He (produce 3He (which then which then 

also also gets destroyedgets destroyed



Chemical AbundancesChemical Abundances

    Definitions :Definitions :

mass fractionmass fraction (all elements >H, He) =:  (all elements >H, He) =: metallicity metallicity ZZ

solar solar metallicity metallicity ((photospheric photospheric abundances) Zabundances) Z
⊙⊙ ~ 0.02 ~ 0.02

gas gas metallicities/abundancesmetallicities/abundances: : 
HII regions : O HII regions : O –– abundance : R23 method,  abundance : R23 method, 

from emission linesfrom emission lines
 HI neutral gas : from HI absorption lines HI neutral gas : from HI absorption lines

(physical & (physical & chemchem. parameters !). parameters !)

 given in terms of given in terms of 12 + log (O/H)12 + log (O/H)       number ratios  number ratios relrel. to H. to H

ZZ⊙⊙ ~ 0.02    ~ 0.02   ↔↔   12+log (O/H) = 8.9   12+log (O/H) = 8.9

solar abundances not easy to determine &solar abundances not easy to determine &  
≠ ≠ meteoritic meteoritic abundabund. . 

Anders & Anders & Grevesse Grevesse 89, 89, GrevesseGrevesse+96, +96, AsplundAsplund+05, . . .+05, . . .



SolarSolar

    AbundancesAbundances

((AsplundAsplund+05)+05)



Chemical AbundancesChemical Abundances

Definitions :Definitions :

stellar stellar metallicities/abundancesmetallicities/abundances: : 
from stellar absorption linesfrom stellar absorption lines

(e.g. Lick indices)(e.g. Lick indices)
problems : spectral problems : spectral resolresol., S/N, crowding of lines, no ., S/N, crowding of lines, no 

clean features clean features 
(e.g. Fe line contains 40% contribution from Ca) (e.g. Fe line contains 40% contribution from Ca) 

((Tripicco Tripicco & Bell 95)& Bell 95)

given in terms of given in terms of [X/H] := log (X/H) [X/H] := log (X/H) –– log (X/H) log (X/H)
⊙⊙

    mass fractions !mass fractions !

often : [Fe/H], but also : [Mg/H], [Mg/Fe], [often : [Fe/H], but also : [Mg/H], [Mg/Fe], [αα/Fe]/Fe]

[Fe/H] = [Fe/H] =   0 0       solarsolar
   = -1    = -1     1/10   solar1/10   solar
   = -2    = -2     1/100 solar1/100 solar  



Chemical Evolution of GalaxiesChemical Evolution of Galaxies

Assumption how to mix freshly enriched (hot) gas Assumption how to mix freshly enriched (hot) gas 

set free in stellarset free in stellar  winds and winds and SNeSNe  with rest :with rest :  

Instantaneaous Instantaneaous Recycling ApproximationRecycling Approximation (IRA) (IRA)

stars > 1 Mstars > 1 M    die instantaneouslydie instantaneously  (wrong)(wrong)

starsstars  < 1 M< 1 M  live forever  live forever (~ true)(~ true)

➜➜  allows for analytical solutionallows for analytical solution

Account for individual stellar lifetimes Account for individual stellar lifetimes ττ(m, Z)(m, Z)

➜➜ numerical models numerical models

Returned mass fraction :Returned mass fraction :      mmtt  = turn-off mass = mass of star= turn-off mass = mass of star  
for which for which ττ(m)(m)=t=t

  mupmup

R :=R :=      ∫∫  (m - m (m - m remrem))ΦΦ(m) dm(m) dm
  mtmt          



Chemical Properties of the Milky WayChemical Properties of the Milky Way

Structure & abundances :Structure & abundances :
..

molecular disk : molecular disk : scale height  ~65 pcscale height  ~65 pc
young thin stellar disk : young thin stellar disk : scale height ~100 pc : scale height ~100 pc : ZZ⊙⊙      =: =: PopI PopI 
old(old(erer) stellar disk : ) stellar disk : scale height ~325 pc : scale height ~325 pc : <Z<Z⊙⊙  =: =: PopIIPopII
thick disk : thick disk : scale h.      ~1.5 scale h.      ~1.5 kpc  kpc  : : <Z<Z⊙⊙  =: =: PopIIPopII

(2% disk density)(2% disk density)
halo stars : halo stars : radius > 60 radius > 60 kpckpc::     -1.5 > [Fe/H] > -5.4-1.5 > [Fe/H] > -5.4
halo GCs :halo GCs :  radius ~120   radius ~120 kpckpc:   :   -0.8 > [Fe/H] > -2.5-0.8 > [Fe/H] > -2.5
..

Gradients :Gradients :
✰✰  O O –– abundances in HII regions : 9.2 (inner regions)  abundances in HII regions : 9.2 (inner regions) 

. . . 8.0 (outer regions). . . 8.0 (outer regions)
with large scatter  with large scatter  ±±0.5 at every radius0.5 at every radius

..

  ✰✰  [Fe/H] ([Fe/H] (intermedintermed. age open clusters) : . age open clusters) : 
+0.2 (inner regions) . . . -1 (outer regions)+0.2 (inner regions) . . . -1 (outer regions)

with scatter with scatter ±±0.3 at every radius0.3 at every radius



Chemical Properties of the Milky WayChemical Properties of the Milky Way

Gradients :Gradients :
✰✰  O O –– abundances in HII regions : 9.2 (inner regions)  abundances in HII regions : 9.2 (inner regions) 

. . . 8.0 (outer regions). . . 8.0 (outer regions)
with large scatter  with large scatter  ±±0.5 at every radius0.5 at every radius

((Vilchez Vilchez & Esteban 96)& Esteban 96)
..

  ✰✰  [Fe/H] ([Fe/H] (intermedintermed. age open clusters) : . age open clusters) : 
+0.2 (inner regions) . . .+0.2 (inner regions) . . .  -1 (outer regions)-1 (outer regions)
with scatter with scatter ±±0.3 at every radius0.3 at every radius

((Friel Friel & & Janes Janes 93)93)



Chemical Evolution of GalaxiesChemical Evolution of Galaxies

Infall/outflow Infall/outflow rates:rates:

closed box : no closed box : no infall/outflowinfall/outflow

open systems : open systems : infall infall raterate  F(t)F(t)

const. in time orconst. in time or
~ exp(- t / ~ exp(- t / ττ))    or even or even ~ exp(- t / ~ exp(- t / ττ (r)) (r))

outflow rateoutflow rate  E(t)E(t)
~ SFR(t)~ SFR(t)

Infall Infall abundances Zabundances ZFF, , XXiFiF: primordial (Big Bang or Pop3): primordial (Big Bang or Pop3)
Outflow abundances ZOutflow abundances ZEE, , XXiEiE: ????: ????

outflow triggered by stellar winds & outflow triggered by stellar winds & SNeSNe: hot &: hot &  

freshly freshly enrichedenriched
outflows observed to entrain neutral material,outflows observed to entrain neutral material,

how much ????how much ????

ClosedClosed  box :box :  simplest model, allows for analytical solutionsimplest model, allows for analytical solution



      Modelling the Chemical Evolution of GalaxiesModelling the Chemical Evolution of Galaxies
Tinsley's  equations :Tinsley's  equations :

(Beatrice Tinsley 1980, Fund. Cosmic Phys. 5, 287)(Beatrice Tinsley 1980, Fund. Cosmic Phys. 5, 287)
..

  ✰✰  MMtottot  = = MMbaryonbaryon  = G+S   = G+S   gas + starsgas + stars

  ✰✰  dG/dt dG/dt = = ––  ΨΨ + e (+ F  + e (+ F –– E)     E)    ΨΨ : :SFR, F : inflow, E : outflow rateSFR, F : inflow, E : outflow rate  
  ✰✰  dS/dt dS/dt = + = + ΨΨ  ––  e e             e : ejection rate from starse : ejection rate from stars

all all quatities =fquatities =f(time)!(time)!  
  
e(t) = e(t) = ∫∫mtmt

mupmup  (m - (m - mmremrem) ) ΨΨ(t - (t - ττmm))  ΦΦ(m) dm   (m) dm       ΦΦ : :IMF, IMF, 
                    mmtt  : turn-off mass, : turn-off mass, mmupup  : upper mass limit (IMF): upper mass limit (IMF)

  ✰✰  d(GZ)d(GZ)/dt /dt = += +  eeZZ  ––  Z Z ··  ΨΨ +  + ZZFF  ·· F F -  - ZZEE  ·· E E

eeZZ(t) = (t) = ∫∫mtmt
mupmup  [(m[(m  - - mmremrem)Z(t - )Z(t - ττmm) + m ) + m ppZZ(m)] (m)] ΨΨ(t - (t - ττmm) ) ΦΦ(m) dm (m) dm 

ppZZ(m) : newly produced yield of star with mass m (m) : newly produced yield of star with mass m 
(mass fraction)(mass fraction)



Modelling the Chemical Evolution of GalaxiesModelling the Chemical Evolution of Galaxies
Abundance evolution of individual elements :Abundance evolution of individual elements :

In analogy to global In analogy to global metallicity metallicity :   Z:   Z  ➝➝ X Xii
i :i : H, He, C, N, O, Mg,  H, He, C, N, O, Mg, MnMn, Al, , Al, SiSi, S, Cr, Fe, Ni, Zn, S, Cr, Fe, Ni, Zn

d(d(GXGXii))/dt /dt = += +  eeXiXi  ––  XXii  ··  ΨΨ +  + XXiFiF  ·· F F -  - XXiEiE  ·· E E

eeXiXi(t) = (t) = ∫∫mtmt
mupmup  [(m - [(m - mmremrem)X)Xii(t - (t - ττmm)+)+mpmpXiXi(m)] (m)] ΨΨ(t - (t - ττmm) ) ΦΦ(m)dm(m)dm

but but split IMF in mass range 3 split IMF in mass range 3 –– 8 M 8 M⊙⊙ into fraction A of binaries  into fraction A of binaries 
giving rise to giving rise to SNIa SNIa and fraction (1-A) of single stars or binaries and fraction (1-A) of single stars or binaries 
that do not end as that do not end as SNIaSNIa. . 

Use for Use for SNIa SNIa binaries yields for binaries yields for SNIaSNIa  (e.g. (e.g. NomotoNomoto+97ff,+97ff,  
ThielemannThielemann+98)+98)

ppXiXi(m) : newly produced yield in element (m) : newly produced yield in element XXi i of star with mass m of star with mass m 
(mass fraction)(mass fraction)



Chemical Evolution of GalaxiesChemical Evolution of Galaxies

Equations :Equations :  

GGii  := mass fraction:= mass fraction  of gas in the form of element i of gas in the form of element i 



Chemical Evolution of GalaxiesChemical Evolution of Galaxies

Equations :Equations :  

SNIa SNIa rate : (rate : (Matteucci Matteucci & & Greggio Greggio 83)83)



Assumptions :  ideal and instantaneous mixingAssumptions :  ideal and instantaneous mixing
1 gas phase only1 gas phase only

withwith closed boxclosed box
Instantaneous Recycling ApproximationInstantaneous Recycling Approximation
Z(0)=0, G(0)Z(0)=0, G(0)=M=Mtottot

analytical solution :analytical solution :

Z(t) = - y Z(t) = - y ln ln ((G/MG/Mtottot)      )      y: total yield := mass ratio of newly y: total yield := mass ratio of newly 
            produced heavy elements restored to produced heavy elements restored to 

ISM ISM vsvs. locked up in stars. locked up in stars

  metallicity metallicity increases as gas content decreasesincreases as gas content decreases

Analytical Solution



Modelling the Chemical Evolution of GalaxiesModelling the Chemical Evolution of Galaxies

Observations : Observations : 

✰✰ Age Age –– metallicity relation of Milky Way stars metallicity relation of Milky Way stars

✰✰ G G –– dwarf problem in solar neighbourhood (& E gals) dwarf problem in solar neighbourhood (& E gals)
(i.e. low number of very metal (i.e. low number of very metal –– poor stars) poor stars)

✰✰  [[αα/Fe/Fe] ] vs vs [Fe/H] trend in Milky Way disk & halo stars[Fe/H] trend in Milky Way disk & halo stars

      not reproduced by closed not reproduced by closed –– box simple models box simple models

   require    require * * infall infall or or 
 * Pop3 or  * Pop3 or 
 * chemo  * chemo –– dynamical evolution or  dynamical evolution or 
 *  * metallicity metallicity –– dependent stellar yields dependent stellar yields

(chemically consistent (chemically consistent chemchem. . evolevol.).)



Modelling the Chemical Evolution of GalaxiesModelling the Chemical Evolution of Galaxies

Observations : Observations : 

✰✰ Age Age –– metallicity relation of Milky Way stars metallicity relation of Milky Way stars

      ✰✰ G G –– dwarf problem in solar neighbourhood (& E gals) dwarf problem in solar neighbourhood (& E gals)
(i.e. low number of very metal (i.e. low number of very metal –– poor stars) poor stars)

  ✰✰  [[αα/Fe/Fe] ] vs vs [Fe/H] trend in Milky Way disk & halo stars[Fe/H] trend in Milky Way disk & halo stars

      not reproduced by closed not reproduced by closed –– box simple models box simple models



Modelling the Chemical Evolution of GalaxiesModelling the Chemical Evolution of Galaxies
Observations : Observations : 

✰✰  [[αα/Fe/Fe] ] vs vs [Fe/H] trend in Milky Way disk & halo stars[Fe/H] trend in Milky Way disk & halo stars
((Pagel Pagel & & Tautvaisiene Tautvaisiene 95)95)

   not reproduced by closed    not reproduced by closed –– box simple models box simple models



Modelling the Chemical Evolution of GalaxiesModelling the Chemical Evolution of Galaxies

∗∗ broad broad metallicity metallicity distribution of stars in solar distribution of stars in solar neighbneighb..

      requires requires accounting for composite accounting for composite metallicity metallicity distributiondistribution
of stars within galaxiesof stars within galaxies

(chemically consistent evolutionary synthesis)(chemically consistent evolutionary synthesis)
Metall. distribution of solarMetall. distribution of solar

neighborhood starsneighborhood stars
(Rocha-Pinto & Maciel 1998) (Rocha-Pinto & Maciel 1998) 

ΔΔ[Fe/H] > 2 dex[Fe/H] > 2 dex  

     Metall. distribution of halo     Metall. distribution of halo
stars and GCs in NGC 5128stars and GCs in NGC 5128

(Harris et al. 1999) (Harris et al. 1999) 

∗∗ broad broad metallmetall. . distribdistrib. of  stars & GCs in Elliptical gals. of  stars & GCs in Elliptical gals



ChemicallyChemically  ConsistentConsistent  ChemicalChemical  EvolutionEvolution

Stellar yields at low Z differ significantly from ZStellar yields at low Z differ significantly from Z
⊙⊙ yields yields

    -->   stellar yield     -->   stellar yield ratiosratios [N/O], [C/O], [Mg/Fe], . . . [N/O], [C/O], [Mg/Fe], . . .

change with change with metallicity metallicity !!

For elements with different For elements with different nucleosynthetic nucleosynthetic origin,origin,

  ISM abundance ratios depend on SFHISM abundance ratios depend on SFH

SNII elements SNII elements (O, Mg, Ca, (O, Mg, Ca, ……, = , = αα))  vsvs..
intermediate stellar mass elements intermediate stellar mass elements (C, N(C, N))  vsvs..

SNIa SNIa elements elements (Fe, Ni, Zn,(Fe, Ni, Zn,……))

  via the SFH, stellar evolution and galaxy evolution via the SFH, stellar evolution and galaxy evolution 
get intimately coupled !get intimately coupled !

In principle,In principle,

stellar stellar evolevol. tracks/isochrones, yields, model. tracks/isochrones, yields, model  atmospheresatmospheres
are required for the full range of element ratios are required for the full range of element ratios !!!!

(not available yet)(not available yet)
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Chemical Evolution of Dwarf GalaxiesChemical Evolution of Dwarf Galaxies
Observations : Observations : 

  *  * Luminosity Luminosity –– metallicity relation for dwarf galaxies metallicity relation for dwarf galaxies
(dEs & dIrrs on same scale !?)(dEs & dIrrs on same scale !?)

(Skillman+89)(Skillman+89)

    SFR(t) explains the light along with the metalsSFR(t) explains the light along with the metals



Chemical Evolution of Dwarf GalaxiesChemical Evolution of Dwarf Galaxies
Observations : Observations : 

    ** N/O N/O vs vs O/H in O/H in SFing SFing dwarf galaxies : big scatter in dwarf galaxies : big scatter in 
N/O at fixed O/H  N/O at fixed O/H  

(van Zee+98)(van Zee+98)

    explained by fluctuating explained by fluctuating SFRs SFRs //  
intermittend intermittend burstsbursts

    high SFR/burst : O/H increases (SNII)high SFR/burst : O/H increases (SNII)
after burst : O/H decreases ,after burst : O/H decreases ,  

N/O increases N/O increases 
((intermedintermed. mass stars) . mass stars) 

burstburst
afterafter

burstburst



ChemicallyChemically  ConsistentConsistent  ChemicalChemical  EvolutionEvolution

Cosmological model (HCosmological model (Hoo, , ΩΩmm, , ΩΩΛΛ, , zzff)  :   time    <->  redshift)  :   time    <->  redshift

                                                                                                                                            XXii(t)   <->   X(t)   <->   Xii(z)(z)

  i : H, He, C, N, O, Mg, Mn, Al, Si, S, Cr, Fe, Ni, Zni : H, He, C, N, O, Mg, Mn, Al, Si, S, Cr, Fe, Ni, Zn

Redshift evolution of ISM       <-->   Redshift evolution of ISM       <-->       DDamped amped LLya  ya  AAbsorberbsorber
abundances in spirals abundances in spirals       abundances      abundances

              (Keck HIRES spectra)              (Keck HIRES spectra)

DLAs DLAs contain bulk of baryonic matter at  z ~ 2 . . . 3contain bulk of baryonic matter at  z ~ 2 . . . 3

〈〈mass of gas in DLAmass of gas in DLA〉〉  ~ ~ 〈〈mass of stars + gas  in local spiralmass of stars + gas  in local spiral〉〉

DLAs DLAs = (proto-) galactic disks  ?= (proto-) galactic disks  ?
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ChemicallyChemically  ConsistentConsistent  ChemicalChemical  EvolutionEvolution
–– Damped Lyman Alpha Absorbers Damped Lyman Alpha Absorbers

  - Quasar Absorption Line Studies- Quasar Absorption Line Studies
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ChemicallyChemically  ConsistentConsistent  ChemicalChemical  EvolutionEvolution
–– Damped Lyman Alpha Absorbers Damped Lyman Alpha Absorbers

    

★★  CC spiral models explain CC spiral models explain redshift redshift evolution of evolution of DLAsDLAs    ✔✔

z~4 z~4   . . . . .  z~0       . . . . .  z~0       (over   >  90 %(over   >  90 %    age of the Universe)age of the Universe)

★★  DLAs  DLAs  =  spiral progenitors=  spiral progenitors    ✔✔

          model abundances -> localmodel abundances -> local
HII abundances for z -> 0HII abundances for z -> 0

     ★     ★  change in the DLA galaxychange in the DLA galaxy
        population towards low zpopulation towards low z

          gas poor & metal rich galaxiesgas poor & metal rich galaxies
drop out of DLA sampledrop out of DLA sample

            ★★  low luminosities of DLA galaxieslow luminosities of DLA galaxies

confirmed by many non-detectionsconfirmed by many non-detections
and few VLT detectionsand few VLT detections

(Lindner, (Lindner, FritzeFritze, Fricke 1999, , Fricke 1999, FritzeFritze, Lindner, , Lindner, Möller Möller 19991999))
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CChemicallyhemically C Consistentonsistent C Chemicalhemical E Evolutionvolution
(Lindner, (Lindner, FvAFvA, Fricke 1999), Fricke 1999)

           Spiral           Spiral ISM abundances     <-->       ISM abundances     <-->      DLA abundancesDLA abundances



    
    

★★  DLA = transition stage in the lifeDLA = transition stage in the life
                  of ~ all (spiral) galaxiesof ~ all (spiral) galaxies

not much room for not much room for infall infall ::

★★  high masses of spiral galaxies @ z ~ 2 - 4 :high masses of spiral galaxies @ z ~ 2 - 4 :

        ~ 50% of present ~ 50% of present MMtottot, mostly gas, mostly gas

((Lindner+99, Lindner+99, FritzeFritze+99)+99)

                  confirmed by HIRES kinematics confirmed by HIRES kinematics ((Prochaska Prochaska & Wolfe 00ff)& Wolfe 00ff)

ChemicallyChemically  ConsistentConsistent  ChemicalChemical  EvolutionEvolution
–– Damped Lyman Alpha Absorbers Damped Lyman Alpha Absorbers
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